
easily provided, yet proprietors of well-known marks often encounter factual

difficulties to prove the priority of the mark in question, as they are forced

to rely upon not merely sales and advertising figures but also, for instance,

market surveys with past-related questions or reverse projection of current

empirical data.759

5.7.3 Trade Marks Acquired Through Use

According to ➜ 4 Nr. 2 MarkenG, a sign can attain protection as a trade mark

in case it is used in trade or commerce and this use has led to a recognition

by the relevant public that the sign is a mark of the claimant (Verkehrsgel-

tung).760 As this definition suggests, a trade mark acquired through use761

does not accrue by merely initialising use of a sign in trade or commerce.

Rather, trade mark protection must be ‘acquired’, i.e. such use must lead to

connection of the respective signage with a certain meaning by the target au-

dience, enabled by continued usage of the sign in trade or commerce. Hence,

use marks are, like well-known marks, the result of a communication process

between proprietor (or licencee/franchisee) and target audience in which the

audience has learned to perceive the respective signage as an indication of

origin of the marked goods and/or services.762

Whereas the object of protection in case of a registered trade mark is the sign

as shown in the register, the use mark is protected as it is in fact being used

in trade or commerce. Also, it needs to be precisely determined for which

goods and/or services the sign at issue can claim protection as a use mark.

Contrary to a trade mark registered with the German Patent and Trade

Mark Office, a use mark’s protection does not automatically acccrue for the

whole German territory. Rather, one must identify the region in which the

respective sign is used – this can be Germany at large or merely a certain

region, for instance one or several Bundesländer (federal states).763

758 For instance, ➜ 4 Nr. 3 MarkenG refers to Art. 6bis Paris Convention as laying down
one of three possibilities for trade mark protection to accrue (next to registration and
secondary meaning).

759 Marx, Deutsches, europäisches und internationales Markenrecht, at no. 384.
760 This possibility of origination of trade mark protection is equally listed next to the

two other possibilities, registration (➜ 4 Nr. 1 MarkenG) and notoriety/well-known
marks (➜ 4 Nr. 3 MarkenG).

761 In German: Benutzungsmarke.
762 Marx, Deutsches, europäisches und internationales Markenrecht, at no. 584.
763 Hasselblatt/Raab, ➜ 36 no. 71.
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